Abstract Modern computer graphics applications commonly feature very large virtual environments and diverse characters which perform different kinds of motions. To accelerate path planning in such a scenario, we propose the subregion graph data structure. It consists of subregions, which are clusters of locally connected waypoints inside a region, as well as subregion connectivities. We also present a fast algorithm to automatically generate a subregion graph from an enhanced waypoint graph map representation, which also supports various motion types and can be created from large virtual environments. Nevertheless, a subregion graph can be generated from any graphbased map representation. Our experiments show that a subregion graph is very compact relative to the input waypoint graph. By firstly planning a subregion path, and then limiting waypoint-level planning to this subregion path, over 8 times average speedup can be achieved, while average length ratios remain as low as 102.5%.
Introduction
Very large virtual environments have gained attention from various Computer Graphics (CG) communities since the turn of this century. Various open world games, such as Grand Theft Auto III (GTA III) [1] , Just Cause II [2] , and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim [3] feature very large environments. Some research has also been published [4, 5] on crowd simulation in very large environments, indicating the increasing importance of such environments in CG applications. The use of these environments imposes various challenges in CG applications, such as how to efficiently model the environment, how to render the environment while maintaining interactive frame rate, and how to perform path planning in a timely manner.
Characters in CG applications may move differently. Humans and cars can only move on a nearly up-facing, horizontal surface. On the other hand, spiders and lizards have wider movement capabilities, as they can move on a surface of any orientation, such as walls and ceilings. Finally, there are animals like birds and fish whose movements are not restricted to any surface, and are only primarily constrained by their inability to penetrate a surface. A path planning system therefore needs to be aware of diversity in character movements.
Our research focuses on path planning involving various motion types in very large environments. Because of the lack of connectivity information between polygonal 3D objects in these environments, solving path planning problems usually involves creating a graph-based structure called a map representation to approximate the virtual environment. Some common map representations include the waypoint graph and navigation mesh. A waypoint graph, also known as a roadmap, contains waypoints, which describe important features in the environment such as corners and openings, and waypoint connectivities. A navigation mesh, on the other hand, approximates walkable surfaces with interconnected triangles or convex polygons.
Recently, Wardhana et al. [6] proposed the enhanced waypoint graph, which supports various motion types and can be automatically generated given a very large virtual environment. We briefly introduce this structure in Section 3. It addresses the issue of large environments by generating local waypoint graphs which are connected into the final waypoint graph. Unlike a navigation mesh, the use of a waypoint graph makes it possible for characters to perform "free-flying" motion which is not restricted to a surface. Edges are labelled with motion type, and only edges that support the character's motion type are traversed during path planning. In spite of its benefits, this mechanism makes use of A* [7] directly on the very large generated waypoint graph. It is consequently impractical, as the interactivity of the application is reduced.
In Section 4, we present the subregion graph, a path planning acceleration structure that consists of subregions, which are clusters of locally connected waypoints inside one region, and subregion connectivities. By planning a subregion path between two points, only waypoints inside the subregion path need be considered, thus reducing the number of visited waypoints and consequently accelerating path planning. In Section 5, we present an algorithm to automatically generate the subregion graph from an enhanced waypoint graph, taking into account the motion types. We also show in Section 5.3 that our algorithm works for any kind of graph-based map representation. A two-step path planning algorithm which uses the subregion graph for path planning is presented in Section 6.
In Section 7, we report the outcomes of some experiments to evaluate performance and the results of both our generation and path planning algorithms. These experiments show that while a subregion graph needs little space relative to the input waypoint graph, it has the capability to accelerate path planning for characters with various motion types in very large virtual environments.
Our contributions can be summarised as follows.
• An extension to the enhanced waypoint graph which adds support for adhesive motion.
• The subregion graph, a compact data structure to accelerate path planning for various motion types in very large virtual environments.
• A fast method to automatically generate a subregion graph, given an enhanced waypoint graph and a set of motion types.
• A method to generate a subregion graph from any graph-based map representation.
Related work
A number of abstraction-based techniques have been proposed to accelerate path planning on large graphs. In this section, we categorise these techniques into node-centred, subdivision-based, and node/edge-importance-based. Non-abstractionbased algorithms are also briefly discussed here. Our technique primarily differs from these techniques in its support for different motion types. In addition, our technique generates smaller graphs in shorter time. More detailed comparisons can be found in Section 7.3.
Node-centred abstraction
This class of abstraction techniques selects some nodes from the graph, then expands from those nodes by following certain rules to create abstractions. Holtë et al. [8] proposed STAR abstraction, which groups vertices within a certain distance from a particular vertex into a single abstraction. To refine abstract paths, an alternating search direction (AltO) technique is used, which creates a tree rooted at the goal abstraction to the level equal to the starting abstraction's, then backtracks from the starting abstraction to the goal only by climbing back up the tree. Sturtevant and Buro [9] presented a pathfinding technique called Partial-Refinement A* (PRA*). In this work, the abstraction is multi-level and cliquebased, as it is done by grouping at most four vertices into one node at a higher hierarchy level, and repeating this process until further abstraction is impossible. The pathfinding algorithm starts from the immediate common parent of the starting and goal vertices, and partially refines the path by running A* between vertices in the lower hierarchy level, truncating the path with every refinement. Bulitko et al. [10] combined abstraction with an ability to learn and improve heuristics in path refinement learning real-time search (PR LRTS), using the same abstraction structure as in PRA*.
Subdivision-based abstraction
In this category, some constraints are explicitly determined to subdivide the original graph and separate the abstractions. Various structures provide constraints. In the multiway separator approach [11, 12] , the constraints are pre-selected boundary nodes. Shortest paths between every pair of boundary nodes are recorded, so that only further refinements need be done during the path planning step.
Geometric containers [13] and arc-flag [14] [15] [16] use an overlaid 2D grid on the input graph to limit subdivision, and when planning a path to a vertex, only edges marked with the region containing that vertex are considered. The former technique associates every edge to the cell (referred to as a container ) that contains nodes, whose shortest paths from one end of the edge to these nodes start with this edge. The latter marks whether an edge is in any shortest path to a region in the grid. Using similar mechanisms, the grid-exclusive Annotated Hierarchical A* (AHA*) method [17] uses boundary cells (called entrances) on the higher-level grid as subdivision constraints.
Mould and Horsch's HTAP [18] is a hierarchical structure constructed by selecting one node from a region to be brought to the upper level, identifying the nodes to belong to this upper level node using Voronoi cells, and connecting inter-level edges. A path can be found by performing A* on a higher hierarchical level, and the resulting path is used as a guide for lower level path planning.
Node/edge-importance-based
This class of technique modifies Dijkstra's or the A* algorithm by filtering the nodes or edges it considers depending on their importance with respect to shortest paths between every pair of nodes. To prune node traversal, Gutman [19] used the concept of reach of a vertex, which is high if the vertex is in shortest paths that are long, and low otherwise. During the node expansion step, only vertices with high reach values are expanded. By adding shortcut edges between nodes with high reach values, better acceleration can be achieved [20] .
Sanders and Schultes [21] presented a highway hierarchies technique, based on the premise that outside a certain radius from the starting and goal nodes, only highways or important edges need to be considered. The structure is hierarchical, and paths can be refined to a lower level, by considering the edges that are less important at a higher level.
Other noteworthy algorithms
One example of the non-abstraction class of acceleration techniques is based on look-up table preprocessing. Included in this category are techniques such as the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [22, 23] , A*-Landmark-Triangle-inequality (ALT) [24] , and True-Distance Heuristics (TDH) [25] . In the preprocessing step, these techniques create information tables to be used as guidance in either directly determining paths, or as heuristic values, thus reducing computation during the actual path planning step. 
We impose the constraint that there are no duplicate waypoints in P . The length of a path P is equal to the sum of the distances between successive waypoints in P .
The enhanced waypoint graph generation algorithm makes use of a 3D uniform grid containing congruent axis-aligned boxes called regions in order to process very large environments. If a waypoint is located inside only one region, it is a local waypoint; if it is located at the shared boundary between two regions, it is a boundary waypoint. The set region(v) contains all regions which contain waypoint v.
Every edge in an enhanced waypoint graph is labelled with a motion type. During path planning, only edges that support the character's movement are traversed. Wardhana et al.'s paper defines two motion types, for surface and volumetric motions. They respectively correspond to movement on ground-like surfaces and free-flying movements in 3D. Each character may support multiple motion types. For example, while a car can only perform surface motion, a bird can perform both surface and volumetric motions.
Our extension: In this paper, we add another motion type called adhesive motion. It still is performed on a surface, but the surface can be of any orientation, excluding almost horizontal surfaces. An edge is labelled with adhesive motion if it is entirely located near a surface whose normal neither points upward nor nearly upward. Animals like spiders and lizards are examples of characters that can perform adhesive motion. Figure 1 illustrates the various motion types.
In graphics applications, paths are planned between two arbitrary points. Wardhana et al. [6] proposed different traversability tests for surface and volumetric motions, to find whether a character at an arbitrary point can move to a particular waypoint. Here, we introduce a traversability test for adhesive motion. Let l be a line connecting the character's position and a waypoint. The line l is sampled at an interval of the character's radius, and for every sample point, we compute a vector to the nearest polygon. If all vectors from these sample points are not too different (tested using dot product), the character can perform adhesive motion to the waypoint.
The subregion graph and terminology
The idea behind our subregion graph, as depicted in Fig. 2 , is to cluster waypoints in every region of the enhanced waypoint graph based on their connectivity, and to represent them as a single abstraction node. Given a motion type set M C ⊆ M , where M is the set of all motion types (here, M ≡ {surf ace, adhesive, volumetric}), a group of waypoints in one abstraction must be visitable from each other without going to another abstraction by only considering edges that support any motion m ∈ M C . One region may contain multiple disconnected waypoint sets, so it can have multiple subregions. A subregion graph also describes the connections between these abstractions, and can be used to filter the waypoints so a limited number of waypoints is visited during path planning, thus accelerating the process.
Subregion graphs are constructed for every motion type set in the application. If the application supports n motion types, at maximum we need 2 n −1 subregion graphs to be generated for each possible combination of motion types. However, since some characters share similar motion type sets, fewer than 2 n − 1 subregion graphs are typically needed. We now introduce some terminology, illustrated by the enhanced waypoint graph input example in Fig. 2 14 , and 15 edges which support either surface or adhesive motion types. Let us also define two motion type sets M 1 = {surf ace} and M 2 = {surf ace, adhesive}. In the same figure, the rectangles separated by grey lines represent regions r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 .
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Definition 1. A waypoint v s is locally visitable from another waypoint v g with respect to a motion type set M C ⊆ M and region r if there exists a path
In Fig. 2 , with respect to motion type set M 1 , within region r 1 , waypoint v 3 is locally visitable Figure 2(b) shows an example of subregions for motion type set M 1 . To every waypoint v, we associate a label L(v), indicating the subregion which contains v. The corresponding subregion graph is shown in Fig. 2(c) , while another subregion graph for motion type set M 2 is visualised in Fig. 2(d) . Note that these subregion graphs have different numbers of subregions. Waypoints v 3 and v 11 are connected by an adhesive edge, so they belong to subregions S 1 and S 4 respectively in Fig. 2(c) , but are both in subregion S 1 in Fig. 2(d) .
Definition 4. A subregion path P S is a set of subregions {S
We require there are no duplicate subregions in P S .
A subregion graph guarantees a 100% success rate for path planning. In other words, planning a path between the same pair of waypoints without and with subregion graphs will either in both cases return a path, or in both cases, not return a path. We prove this property in Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 1. If there is a path between two waypoints v s and v g , there is also a subregion path in subregion graph
Since every successive pair of waypoints is connected, their respective subregions are by definition also connected. We can then remove any duplicate subregions from P S , and the result is a subregion path consisting of unique subregions, each connected to the next.
Theorem 2. If there is a subregion path between two subregions S s and S g , there is also a path
between every two waypoints v s ∈ S s and v g ∈ S g . Proof Let P S be a subregion path consisting of {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S |P S | }, where S 1 = S s and S |P S | = S g . By the definition of a subregion, there must be at least one edge which connects a waypoint in S 1 to another waypoint in S 2 , and all other waypoints in both subregions are connected to these waypoints. Using the same definition, waypoints in S 2 are also connected to waypoints in S 3 . Since waypoints in S 1 are connected to waypoints in S 2 and waypoints in S 2 are connected to waypoints in S 3 , waypoints in S 1 are also connected to S 3 . This proof is extended by induction until S |P S | , creating a path which connects waypoints in S 1 with those in S |P S | .
Automatic generation of subregion graph
Our algorithm to automatically generate a subregion graph, as given in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3, takes two input data items, namely an enhanced waypoint graph G W and a character's motion type set M C ⊆ M . The algorithm returns the following two data structures:
• a subregion graph G S , which consists of a subregion set V S and a subregion connectivity set E S ; • for every waypoint v, a label L(v), which is the subregion containing the waypoint. All labels are initialised as NULL, in which condition waypoint v is unlabeled.
To generate these data, Algorithm 1 uses an index variable, which is the index of the next subregion to be inserted into V S . This variable is initialised to 1, and is incremented after every subregion insertion. The algorithm consists of two steps, namely subregion detection and subregion connection, which are explained in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
Subregion detection
Recall from Definition 2 that a subregion contains waypoints which are locally visitable from each other. Therefore, we can detect a subregion by performing Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm to visit a set of inteconnected waypoints from a starting waypoint without going out of the region containing
Subregion connection: 6: for every edge v, w ∈ E W supporting any motion in
Assign a cost to L(v), L(w) Get one active region r from region(vr)
4:
S index = SubregionalBFS(vr, r, M C , index), where S index is the index th subregion 5:
index ← index + 1 7: end for Algorithm 3: SubregionalBFS(vr, r, M C , index)
for each unlabeled neighbour v N of v BFS in active region r, connected by an edge which supports any motion in M C do 6:
end for 9: end while 10: return S index them. In Algorithm 2, the subregion detection step is done by iterating through the list of unlabeled waypoints to find a starting waypoint v r from which we start detection. The starting waypoint must be incident to at least one edge which supports a motion type in M C , so that a character at that waypoint can visit the neighbouring waypoint.
In Algorithm 1, subregion detection from local waypoints and from boundary waypoints are separate. We prioritise local waypoints because it is clear that local waypoints are only contained in one region. Nevertheless, some boundary waypoints are also labeled in this process.
Subregion detection is constrained to a region called the active region. If the starting waypoint is a local waypoint, it is contained in only one region, which is used as the active region. On the other hand, a boundary waypoint borders two regions, so the active region is selected randomly.
The rest of the step, shown in Algorithm 3, is similar to regular BFS. The only modifications are that the waypoints to be expanded must also be unlabeled, inside the active region, and connected to an edge that supports a motion type in M C . The newly detected subregion S index (the index th subregion) is then added to V S , and index is incremented. This process is repeated for every newly detected subregion.
It should be noted that depending on the order of processing the waypoints, different subregion graphs may be obtained. Therefore, we consider an experiment to see how different waypoint processing order affects the resulting subregion graph in Section 7.1.
Subregion connection
After detecting all subregions, we are left with the task of connecting them. To do so, the algorithm visits every edge which supports any motion in M C , and checks the two waypoints v and w at its end, examining their respective labels L(v) and L(w). If they are different and not yet connected, a connection is established.
To assign costs to subregion connections, we considered the following schemes. We performed tests, reported in Section 7.2, to find which schemes lead to fastest path planning, and which return paths that deviate less in terms of path length, compared to the path constructed without using a subregion graph.
• Fixed Cost (FC). Every subregion connectivity has a fixed cost with value 1.
• Minimum Length (MinL). Every subregion connectivity is given a cost equal to the length of the shortest edge which connects two waypoints in both subregions.
• Average Length (AvgL). Similar to MinL, but the average length of all edges connecting two waypoints in both subregions is used.
• Maximum Length (MaxL). Similar to MinL, but the length of the longest edge is used.
• Centroid Distance (CD). The cost of every subregion connection is set to the distance between the centroids of two subregions. A subregion's centroid is defined to be the average location of the waypoints within it.
Generation algorithm for other graphbased map representations
The aforementioned subregion graph generation algorithm uses an enhanced waypoint graph as input, which comes with a regional subdivision structure. If the input waypoint graph is generated using another technique, this structure may be missing. As a workaround, we only need to compute the axisaligned bounding box of the waypoint graph, and subdivide it into R x × R y × R z regions. Then, every waypoint is associated with one or two regions, depending on its position relative to the subdivision, and we can continue with Algorithm 1. A subregion graph can also be created for a navigation mesh by firstly contructing the dual graph from the navigation mesh. Every node in this dual graph is set to the centre of the corresponding polygon. This dual graph can then be treated as an input, and the step in the previous paragraph can be applied. However, it should be noted that in spite of recent developments in multi-layered environment [26, 27] , a navigation mesh can only handle surface motion.
Path planning using the subregion graph
Algorithm 4 summarises our path planning algorithm using a subregion graph. To accelerate path planning, it is done on two levels, namely at the subregion graph level, and then at the waypoint graph level to return the final path. Using an illustration in Fig. 2 , suppose a character with motion type set M 2 is moving from v 3 to v 10 . Without a subregion graph, all waypoints will be considered. With the subregion graph in Fig. 2(d) , we can find a subregion path {S 1 , S 3 } and only consider waypoints in those subregions, thus considering fewer waypoints. The path planning algorithm takes as input a starting point p s , a goal point p g , an enhanced waypoint graph G W , and a subregion graph G S . We use the subregion graph which supports the same motion type set M C as the querying character. The path planning process begins by looking for v s and v g , which are the closest waypoints from p s and p g . We firstly perform nearest neighbour search over the waypoints which are incident to an edge which supports a motion in M C , and check every waypoint in order of proximity. If a line between the starting point P S and the waypoint is not obstructed, and the character can move along the line (the motion type identification method in Section 3 is used), the waypoint is selected as v s . The same mechanism is used to determine v g . After finding the closest traversable waypoints, we look for the starting subregion S s and goal subregion S g by respectively checking the labels of waypoints v s and v g with respect to subregion graph G S . This subregion information is used to find the shortest subregion path P S using Dijkstra's algorithm [28] on G S . Dijkstra's algorithm is used since most cost schemes presented in Section 5.2, except the CD scheme, lack the heuristic formulae required by A*.
If the subregion path P S is empty, there is no path between the two points, and the algorithm stops here. Otherwise, we can determine the final path P using a filtered A* algorithm, which only expands waypoints inside any subregion in the subregion path P S , thus narrowing down the number of checked waypoints. The result of this process is a path P . The algorithm finally appends points p s and p g , respectively at the beginning and the end of the path P , and returns it. This path can be further smoothed in a post-processing step, for example using a technique akin to Pinter's algorithm [29] .
Experimental results
To evaluate our subregion graph generation and path planning algorithms, we performed two types of experiments. In Section 7.1, we show the result of an experiment to see the effect of waypoint processing order on the generated subregion graph's size. In Section 7.2, we calculate the success rate, acceleration, and quality of path planning without and with subregion graphs, using different cost schemes as given in Section 5.2. These experiments were done on a workstation with an Intel Xeon E5-1650 3.20 GHz processor and 16 GB of memory. We use the graph data structure, Dijkstra's algorithm, and filtered A* search implementations in the Boost Graph Library [30] . The Ogre3D library [31] was used as the rendering engine. Section 7.3 presents comparisons between our approach and existing techniques.
We used two virtual environments, namely Kampong Glam and Marina Bay, shown in Figs 
Effect of waypoint processing order on generated subregion graph size
In this experiment, we generated subregion graphs 100 times for both Kampong Glam and Marina Bay scenes with various motion type sets, and recorded the numbers of subregions and subregion connectivites in each case. Table 1 shows the statistical data recorded and calculated in the experiment. To evaluate the result, we use relative standard deviation (RSD) which describes the data spread, expressed as a fraction of the average. RSD is the percentage form of coefficient of variation, given by RSD = SD/mean×100%, where SD and mean are respectively the standard deviation and the average of either the numbers of subregions or numbers of subregion connectivities. We calculated RSDs of the numbers of subregions as well as the numbers of the subregion connectivities, and found that the values are at maximum only 2.12% for the subregions, and 1.75% for the subregion connectivities. We can therefore consider the data as quite tight. This is caused by the fact that subregions are detected inside one region, so the resulting subregions will not be too different, even when generated with a different order of waypoints.
Path planning using subregion graphs with different cost functions
These experiments involved sampling waypoints from the waypoint graph, and performing path planning repeatedly for every pair of waypoints without using a subregion graph (No SG) and with a subregion graph, taking into account the cost schemes presented in Section 5.2. To sample the waypoints, we created groups containing k × k × k regions (any remaining regions are grouped as necessary). From each group, we randomly picked one waypoint with at least one incident edge supporting a motion type in the character's motion type set. Path planning was then done for all pairs of sampled waypoints. Some examples of path planning results with and without a subregion graph can be seen in the accompanying video available in the Electronic Supplementary Material of this article. Table 2 shows the statistics for the Marina Bay scene with 6 × 6 × 6 group size for a character which can move only on surface and volumetric edges (the results for other motion type sets can be seen in the Electronic Supplementary Material). With these configurations, the number of waypoint pairs was 3160, out of which 2158 returned paths. In this table, a case was successful if path planning without and with a subregion graph either both returned a path, or both failed to return a path. We found that the cases for all pairs of sampled waypoints were successful, and hence the success rates were 100% for every setting.
To evaluate the cost schemes, we used two measurements, namely average length ratio and average speedup. Given n pairs of waypoints such that a path exists between the two waypoints, let P C i define the path between the i th waypoint pair for a particular cost scheme C, with i = {1, 2, · · · , n}, and P 0 i be the path planned without using a subregion graph. Likewise, let t C i and t 0 i have similar definitions for the computation times for path planning. The average length ratioL compares one cost scheme with path planning without a subregion graph in terms of the resulting path lengths, whereas the average speedupS explains how much acceleration was achieved on average for a particular cost scheme. These can be formulated as
These experiments and calculations show that path planning using a subregion graph with any cost scheme, except Minimum Length, results in paths that are not significantly longer than paths planned without a subregion graph, as their average length ratios are close to 100%. The CD scheme had the lowest average length ratios for all scenes and motion type sets we experimented with. This phenomenon was caused by the CD scheme's resemblance to the actual distances between waypoints in different subregions.
The key to accelerating path planning lies in restricting graph traversal to the subregion path, as visualised in the example in Fig. 4 . In most cases where paths are found, the subregion graph with Fixed Cost scheme has the highest average speedup for all configurations. This is because this cost scheme returns the fewest number of subregions, which means fewer waypoints are visited in path planning. Consequently, this cost scheme has the least processing time. Table 3 summarises the statistics of this experiment with respect to the FC scheme, as an example cost scheme. In both virtual environments, surface and adhesive motions have lower speedups than the cases where volumetric motion is possible. Surface and adhesive motions are in this sense more restrictive compared to volumetric motion, because characters that support volumetric motion type have more possible paths. Nevertheless, we did not observe significant difference in the average length ratios. If paths do not exist, depending on the motion type sets, higher speedups [21] need 2-4 hours to generate, given a graph of comparable size (millions or tens of millions of nodes and edges). (However, the authors of these works used older generation CPUs, with respectively 1.8 GHz and 2.2 GHz AMD processors.)
The subregion graph is also compact. For an example presented in Section 7.1, depending on the motion type sets, the number of subregions is not more than 3% of the number of input waypoints, while the number of subregion connections is not more than 0.2% of the number of input edges. As a comparison, Harabor and Botea reported that on a 512 × 512 grid, their AHA* generated abstraction graph with a size of 2%-18.5% of the input nodes and 0.9%-38.4% of the input edges, depending on the frequency of obstacles.
To check the storage requirements of subregion graphs, we saved them into binary files and checked their sizes. Depending on the motion type set, the sizes of these files range from 16-34 KB for the Kampong Glam scene, and 393-2259 KB for Marina Bay scene. The only additional data needed are the waypoint labels, which are a mapping between a waypoint and a subregion. For the environments we considered, not more than 2 16 = 65536 subregions were generated. Therefore, only two additional bytes are needed per waypoint to keep this label information. This is much more compact than existing structures, including Sadners and Schultes' highway hierarchies and Goldberg et al.'s shortcut technique [20] , which need 1.8-3 GB storage for input graphs of comparable size. We also do not need to add extra nodes or edges to the input graph, which are needed by hierarchical structures [9, 18] or Goldberg's shortcut technique. Considering these factors, subregion graphs are thus more suitable for large graphs in applications such as computer games, due to the low memory requirement.
Some of the discussed algorithms [11-16, 19, 21, 24] were specifically designed for road networks. They are common targets for path planning acceleration mechanisms because of their wide use in traffic planning applications and easily available data [32] . These techniques can return optimal shortest paths and may achieve thousands of times speedup with respect to path planning without acceleration structures. However, road networks are different from our waypoint graphs: they are usually sparse (the number of edges is linearly proportional to the number of nodes), are planar or almost planar (no or very few edges intersect each other when the graph is embedded in a plane), and contain only one connected component (because all cities are connected). The input data for a subregion graph may not have these properties.
Conclusions and future work
We have presented the subregion graph, a compact graph-based data structure which can be used to accelerate path planning in very large virtual environments involving various motion types without significantly sacrificing path length. A subregion graph acts as an abstraction on top of a waypoint graph, and its primary role is to reduce the number of visited waypoints during path planning. We also presented a fast algorithm to automatically generate a subregion graph, as well as a path planning method using a subregion graph. Our experiments showed that the subregion graph generation algorithm does not generate significantly different subregion graph sizes with respect to the waypoint processing order. Depending on the motion type sets, the numbers of subregions and subregion connections are respectively not more than 3% and 0.2% of the size of input waypoint graphs. With a subregion graph, over 8 times acceleration can be achieved, while average path length ratios are maintained to as little as only 102.5%. If no path exists between two points, a speedup of over 200 times can be achieved.
For future work, we will consider further correlation of subregion graph size with input enhanced waypoint graph size, as well as performing further comparisons with existing techniques. An exact path planning algorithm using a subregion graph, that returns the same path as the one returned without a subregion graph, and using adaptive subdivision (e.g., an octree [33] ) to build a subregion graph, are interesting directions to explore. Another research direction is towards efficient multi-character path planning, for example planning crowd paths in a very large urban scene. Finally, due to the fast generation algorithm, we foresee that we can perform real-time updates of a subregion graph in a dynamic environment.
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